
TYRE CARE AND SERVICE

TYRE SIDEWALL MARKINGS

Never exceed recommended tyre inflation pressure as 
indicated on sidewall of the tyre.

Correct pressures are related to load, speed and handling 
and are vital for even braking, maximum traction and good 
tyre life.

Under no circumstances should your cold tyre inflation 
pressure be less than that indicated on the sidewall of the 
tyre.

Under-inflation causes excessive flexing, deterioration of 
the tyre and rapid wear.

Indicates the type of rim that the tyre is compatible with. If 
not indicated, it is meant to be used on hooked rims.

Nominal section width and fitting diameter in millimeters 
according to ETRTO.

Country of manufacturing. Minimum and maximum pressure in bar and psi.

Indicates the direction that the tread pattern should be 
pointing when rolling forward.

Indicates the tyre must be mounted only with an inner tube 
and not tubeless or with any other method.

TYRE CATEGORIES    

Bicycle tyres can be of di�erent types: tube type, tubeless, tubeless ready and tubulars. Each of them requires di�erent rims 
and technique to be mounted properly. Please check carefully always which type you purchased and its compatibility with the 
rim and/or other devices you are going to mount the tyre with (such as sealants, flaps, tyre levers, etc…):

TUBE TYPE: tyre to be used only with an inner tube. 
Usually requires an inner flap to protect the tube itself 
from being punctured by nipple head when pumped at 
riding pressure.

TUBELESS: tyres to be used only on tubeless rims that can 
be mounted with or without an inner tube.

TUBELESS READY: a particular type of tubeless tyres 
which requires sealant inside in order to keep the pressure.

TUBULAR: a fully close toroidal construction of a tyre, 
sewed or vulcanized, which requires a specific tubular rim 
and proper glue and gluing method to be mounted.

PRESSURE RECOMMENDATIONS

Over-inflation results in an uncomfortable ride, a reduced 
area of tyre contact with the road surface, higher 
susceptibility to impact damage and rapid wear on the 
tread center.

Regular inflation pressure maintenance remains critical and 
necessary and is recommended before every ride whilst 
the tyre is cold.
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WARNING: Riding on tyres with improper inflation pressure is dangerous. These situations can cause tyre failure, even at a 
later date, which could lead to an accident and serious personal injury or death.

TYRE INSPECTION

Tyres should be examined and air pressure checked prior 
to every ride. 

They should also be examined if you strike any unusual 
object on the road.

Tyres showing bulges, cracks, cuts, penetrations or uneven 
wear should be dismounted and examined by a tyre or 
bicycle expert and replaced if necessary.

If the tread is worn and/or the casing material becomes 
visible, or the tyre has signs of any other damage, it is 
recommended to replace it immediately

The mere passage of time (age) does not cause tyres to 
deteriorate, but rather exposure to outside forces. Such 
outside forces can include, but are not limited to; road 
hazards, punctures, improper repairs, misalignment, 
under-inflation operation, over-inflated operation, 
excessive heat caused by over-deflected operation, 
excessive exposure to ozone, improper storage conditions, 
etc.  Tyre companies can only have an impact on a few of 
these exposures. Tyre companies add anti-ozinants and 
anti-oxidants (anti-degradation compounds) to minimize 
degradation. Since there is no way to accurately predict 
what outside forces a tyre will be exposed to there is no 
scientifically supportable age limit that can be set for 
tyres. It is advisable to have tyres, as well as tubes and 
inner tapes checked on a regular basis by a bicycle 
specialist who can assess their suitability for continued 
use.

To avoid cosmetic damage, use a mild soap solution to 
clean sidewalls and rinse o� with low pressure tap water. 
Never apply cleaners or dressings to enhance sidewall 
appearance to avoid removal of anti-oxidants, which are 
intended to prevent ozone degradation. The removal of 
anti-oxidants may degrade the rubber and can lead to 
sidewall cracking. The use of high-pressure sprayers may 
cause sidewall damage

Avoid unnecessary mechanical stress to the tyres and the 
tubes (e.g. do not brake by locking the wheel, do not ride 
on sharp objects, do not ride with insu�cient or excessive 
pressure etc.).

If your bike has rim brakes then the sides of the rim are 
subject to wear which may lead over time to damage of 
the inner tube, possibly leading to rapid air loss. If in doubt 
ask a bicycle specialist.

High inflation pressure can damage the rim; check the 
maximum pressure of the rim or ask your specialist dealer 
or the rim manufacturer if it can withstand the pressure of 
the tyre.

Always check the maximum tyre width allowed by your 
bicycle frame. Inadequate clearance due to excessively 
wide tyres might result in damaging the frame, thus 
creating a potentially dangerous situation for the rider 
themselves.

TYRE REPLACEMENT (FITTING STANDARD TYRE WITH INNER TUBE)

Before mounting or removing a wheel read through the 
bicycle manufacturer’s instructions and make sure you are 
familiar with the locking mechanism.

Make sure the rim, the tyre and the tube are all compatible 
with each another by checking all the given instructions of 
each component manufacturer. An incorrect matching 
tyre/rim may result in unseating of the bead or damage to 
the inner tube and consequent rapid air loss. 
If you are not sure ask a Pirelli authorized dealer or a 
bicycle specialist.

PREPARATION AND ADVICE

Make sure that the area where the fitting operation is 
performed is clean and there is no chance of foreign 
objects getting into the tyre, as they may damage the tube 
and the tyre.

Make sure the rim is in good condition. If it is damaged it 
must be replaced.

Check the conditions of the rim tape. If it is damaged or it 
does not completely cover the rim spoke holes it must be 
changed.
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Check the maximum pressure allowed for the rim tape. It 
must be equal or higher than both the ones of the tyre and 
rim. Tyres permitting an inflation pressure equal or greater 
than 43 psi (3 bar) should be mounted on hook-edged rims.

Tyres permitting an inflation pressure greater than 73 psi 
(5 bar) must be mounted on hook-edge rims. 
Hook-edged rims are identified by the letter “C” following 
the sizes designation. For any doubts ask a Pirelli 
authorized dealer or a bicycle specialist.

Talcum powder helps the positioning of the tube into the 
tyre. Its use is highly recommended especially in the case 
of latex tubes.

It is recommended to fit a new tube each time a new tyre 
is fitted or after a tyre puncture.
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TYRE FITTING PROCEDURE

Insert the first bead of the tyre into the rim, observing the 
direction of tyre rotation specified on the tyre sidewall.

Inflate the inner tube slightly, just enough to make it round. 

Gently insert the tube into the tyre starting from the valve. 

Starting from opposite the valve push the other bead of 
the tyre into the rim and work around the rim in both 
directions until the beads are positioned into the rim well. 
In case it gets hard to push the tyre into the rim, or the last 
portion of bead doesn’t snap into place, deflate the tube a 
bit and make sure the bead portion already in place sits 
deep into the rim well. If necessary use tyre levers, taking 
great care not to damage the tube or the rim. 

Make sure the tube is not trapped between the tyre and 
rim and the valve is straight, then fasten the valve to the 
rim with the dedicated locknut.

Slightly inflate the tyre and rotate the wheel assembly to 
make sure the tyre is seated along the whole 
circumference. 

Inflate the tyre to the maximum allowed pressure using a 
pump with pressure gauge, in order to sit the beads 
properly on the rim. The tyre is seated correctly when the 

fine line above the side of the rim is equidistant from the 
rim flange along the whole circumference of the tyre. 
Then reduce the pressure to your preferred riding pressure 
and close the valve. Do not exceed the maximum 
recommended inflation pressure of either the tyre (see 
indication on the sidewall), the rim and the rim tape.

Before each ride make sure the tyres are in good condition 
and the inflation pressure is su�cient by using a pump 
with a pressure gauge.

Make sure the tyre sits properly on the wheel before each 
ride and the valve is straight, not at an angle. 

Before each ride apply the brakes when stationary, the 
brake pads must not touch the sidewalls of the tyre, their 
entire surface must be in contact with the rim only.

After the wheel is mounted make sure that the brake pads 
and/or the discs are free from grease or other lubricants 
and when operated are in contact with the brake surfaces. 

Check the wheel fasteners and when appropriate, the hub 
gearing fixture as well.

Make sure you carry out a trial braking maneuver before use.
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TYRE REMOVAL PROCEDURE

Unscrew the valve cap and the locknut, and let the tyre 
deflate completely.

Push one side of the tyre along its whole circumference 
from the side of the rim to the center of the rim.

Position a tyre lever close to the valve and gently push it in 
between the tyre and the rim taking care that the inner 
tube does not get pinched or trapped. Then lift the tyre 
sidewall over the rim flange.

Keeping the first lever in this position push a second lever 
about 4 inches (10 cm) apart from the first, in between the 
tyre and the rim, and lift the tyre sidewall over the rim 
flange. If necessary repeat the above operation with a third 
tyre lever positioned about 4 inches (10 cm) apart from the 
second. Then push the tyre levers around the 
circumference of the tyre to separate the first bead from 
the rim completely.

Remove the tube and then pull the second bead o� the rim 
by hand. 

This becomes even more relevant in the case of latex tubes and/or lightweight tubes. 
In order to minimize the possibility of a tube failure as consequence of overheating Pirelli recommends;

USE OF PIRELLI TYRES ON FULLY SEALED CARBON AND ALUMINIUM CLINCHER RIMS WITHOUT 
RIM STRIPS

Fully sealed carbon and aluminum rims do not feature drill  holes in the rim base, therefore rim manufacturers usually do not 
suggest to apply rim tape. However it must be considered that in the case of bikes equipped with rim brakes, the heat 
generated by braking directly penetrates into the tyre system thus significantly increasing the thermal load on all the 
components such as tyre, inner tube and the rim itself. In case of extended braking, riding without a rim strip may result in a 
rapid tyre deflation with the risk of losing control of the bike. 



BAR/PSI CONVERSION TABLE

BAR PSI

1.0 15

1.4 20

1.7 25

2.1 30

BAR PSI

2.4 35

2.8 40

3.1 45

3.4 50

BAR PSI

3.8 55

4.1 60

4.5 65

4.8 70

BAR PSI

5.2 75

5.5 80

5.9 85

6.2 90

BAR PSI

6.5 95

6.9 100

7.2 105

7.6 110

BAR PSI

7.9 115

8.3 120

8.6 125

9.0 130

The use of a rim tape strip even with fully sealed carbon 
and aluminum rims

To avoid constant braking with permanent dragging of the 
brake.

To alternate both brakes when riding downhill in order to 
distribute the heat on both rims.

To brake before bends releasing the brakes as far as 
possible and then to continue rolling without braking (as 
long as the road conditions permit it). This will allow the 
rim to cool down a little.

USE OF PIRELLI CLINCHER TYRES WITH CARBON CLINCHER RIMS

Carbon clincher rims present the possibility that the tyre edge is damaged by the sharp edged design of the rim flanges.
Therefore before fitting, it is recommended to ensure the hook of the rim is round. An aluminum hook edge type rim of a 
renowned manufacturer can be used as reference.�To check that your wheels do not present any extremely rough or sharp edged 
areas carefully move your finger along both flanges; there should be no excessively rough or sharp edged areas, if any are found 
then the rim should be replaced. If in doubt please consult a bicycle specialist.

STORAGE

Tyres should be stored in a cool, dry place. Tyre storage 
areas should be cool (50°F-70°F) (10°C-21°C), dry, 
non-dusty, and moderately well ventilated. Tyres must be 
kept in a dark and dry place.

Avoid contact with heaters or radiators.

Very low temperatures in the storage area are not in 
themselves damaging, but can provoke rigidity of the tyre. 
In this case it is necessary to keep the tyre for a few hours 
in an area with a temperature of approximately 60°F 
(16°C) before unfolding (when applicable) and mounting.

Tyres must not be submitted to any deformation due to 
tension or compression during handling or storage.

Avoid leaving the bike parked under direct sunlight or in 
very hot places for long periods.  

If the bike is not in use keep the tyres inflated and turn the 
wheels periodically to avoid flat spots.
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suggest to apply rim tape. However it must be considered that in the case of bikes equipped with rim brakes, the heat 
generated by braking directly penetrates into the tyre system thus significantly increasing the thermal load on all the 
components such as tyre, inner tube and the rim itself. In case of extended braking, riding without a rim strip may result in a 
rapid tyre deflation with the risk of losing control of the bike. 

RIM/TYRE COMPATIBILITY ISO 5775-1

Nominal section width
SN

Recommended rims
Crotchet type rims

23 13C; 15C

25 13C; 15C; 17C

28 15C; 17C; 19C

Crotchet type rims shall be used when tyre inflation 
pressures over 500 kPa are recommended.
When inflation pressure over 500 kPa is recommended, an 
appropriate rim base protective flap must be used when 
spoke ends are apparent.
Crotchet type rims can be used with rigid and foldable 
tyres.


